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Abstract: It is investigated features of phase structure of metal-polymeric nanocomposite based on thermoplastic matrices. Effect of 

realization of reversible phase transition “nanometal - high-molecular metal-containing compound” which determines hardening, wear and 

thermal-oxidative degradation mechanisms is established. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the nomenclature of nanocomposite engineering materials 

based on polymeric and oligomeric matrices metal-polymeric 

nanocomposites occupy a special place, in which as a modifying 

component used fine particles of metals, obtained by reduction of 

the precursor to the melt or suspension of an organic matrix [1-6]. 

Metal-polymers found application as a matrix for creating 

compositions for the production of structural and tribological 

purposes [2, 3] and as an additive in plastic lubricants for heavily 

loaded friction units of machines and technological equipment and 

sliding electrical contacts [5, 6].  

Among the first studies analyzing the structure and properties of 

metal-polymers obtained by thermolysis of metal precursors in 

molten thermoplastics include professor E.M. Nathanson et al. 

researches [7]. These studies were further developed in the studies 

implemented by the scientific school of Academician V.A. Belyj [2, 

8]. As a result of systemic research developed new engineering 

material for products of construction and tribological purpose of 

trademarks SAM and INGAM, plastic lubricants for sliding 

electrical contacts with the trade mark SEM [2, 3, 6], plastic 

compositions for heavy-duty friction units mark MP [7].  

Analysis of literature devoted to the study of features of the 

structure and properties of a new generation engineering polymeric 

materials, positioned according to modern terminology as the 

nanocomposite showed that the metal-polymer composites 

developed in 70-90 years of last century, satisfy the requirements of 

functional nanocomposites, because contain modifying components 

with dimensions not exceeding 100 nm, and demonstrate non-

additive properties [9, 10].  

Among the first systematic research on metal-polymers 

materials science and technology include work performed by prof. 

Struk V.A. scientific school [2], which allowed to develop 

methodological principles of creation and processing of metal-

polymeric functional engineering materials [3, 5], plastic lubricants 

and refrigerant, with higher rates of service characteristics [6]. The 

development of these principles in terms of charge transfer in the 

insulators environment ensures the development of conductive 

compounds for applications in sliding electrical contacts [11].  

Despite the establishment of a number of fundamental laws 

which determine the mechanisms of formation and transformation 

of the structure metal-polymers different composition under the 

influence of various operational factors [2-8], the prevailing theory 

of materials science of nanometal-polymers as a special class of 

engineering materials not currently exist. This causes a relatively 

small proportion of metal-polymer nanocomposites in the total 

amount applied polymer and composite engineering materials.  

The purpose of this work was to investigate the features of the 

formation mechanisms of metal-polymer structure and its changes 

in various types of operational impacts. 

 

 
 

2. Materials and research methods 
 

As objects of study were chosen metal-polymers obtained by 

thermolysis of metal-containing precursors (salts of polyvalent 

metals and organic acids  formate and oxalate) in the molten 

thermoplastic  polyamide PA6, P66 (Anid), CFD, polyacetals, 

polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), polyolefins (HDPE, PP) and their 

thermodynamic combined mixtures. Thermomechanical 

combination of components carried in the material cylinder of 

injection-molding machine screw type at temperatures and shear 

stresses characteristic of the thermoplastic matrix. Content of 

metallic component in metal-polymers ranged from 0,001 to 5 wt.% 

when the size of individual particles from 5 to 70 nm [4]. 

Investigation of structure of metal-polymeric nanocomposites 

was implemented using IR- and EPR-spectroscopy, DTA, X-ray 

diffraction, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Tribotechnical investigations were performed 

on a friction machine using the scheme "finger - disk ", "shaft  

partial liner ", in the load range 0,1 ÷ 10 MPa and sliding velocity 

0,1-1,0 m/s, as well as on a friction machine with abrasive cloth on 

the surface of contact. 
 

3. Results and discussion 
 

Analysis of indicators of deformation-strength and tribological 

characteristics of metal-polymeric nanocomposites indicates that 

they greatly exceed the basic thermoplastics (PA6, HDPE, CFD, 

PBT) for wear resistance (Fig. 1) and deformation-strength 

characteristics (Table 1).  

The data of IR-spectroscopy, DTA and X-ray analysis, as well 

as literature sources [2, 5-8] allow to suggest that at the stage of 

forming metal-polimeric structure formed by thermolysis of the 

precursor of the metal nanoparticles with sizes ranging from 3 nm 

to 70 nm [4] or their clusters act as active centers of formation of 

supramolecular aggregates mainly spherulitic type [12]. Due to 

structural ordering enhance the proportion of crystalline phase, 

which increases the indexes of deformation-strength characteristics 

of metal-polymer composite [13]. A typical type of supramolecular 

structure with centers in the form of metal nanoparticles (Fig. 2), 

formed by the mechanism of adsorption interaction of active centers 

of macromolecules (polar groups, multiple bonds, uncompensated 

electrons) and nanoparticles, characterized by high values of surface 

energy. Such a mechanism of metal-polymeric structure 

characteristic for the nanocomposites based on both the investigated 

polar (PA6, PBT) and nonpolar (HDPE, PP, LDPE, CFD) polymer 

matrices. 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of friction coefficient (curves 1-6) and the wear 

intensity (7-12) on the load during friction of metal-polymers based 

on PA6 (5, 11), CFD (6, 10), PBT (4, 12) and the basic coupling 

agents PA6 (1,7), CFD (3, 10) and PBT (2, 9). Slip velocity 0,5 m/s 

* - asterisk denotes the thermal destruction of the sample. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Different types of adsorption states (I) and scheme of the 

adsorption metal-polymeric complexes (II): Ia  horizontal, Ib  

vertical, Ic looping adsorption; IIa - adsorption of two particles of 

one polymer macromolecule; IIb  adsorption of macromolecules 

by aggregates of nanoparticles; IIIc  adsorption complex "web" 

[4] 

 

Table 1. Properties of nanocomposite metal-polymers (MP) on the basis of engineering thermoplastics 

Characteristic 

Index for material 

MP based on polyamides MP based on polyolefins 
MP based on polyacetal 

CFD 

PA6 initial 

PA6+ 

+0,001% 

Cu 

PA 6+ 

+0,01% 

Cu 

PA 6+ 

+0,1% 

Cu 

LDPE+ 

+0,1% 

Cu 

LDPE + 

+0,5% 

Cu 

LDPE CFD 

CFD+ 

+0,1% 

Pb 

CFD+ 

+0,1% 

Cu 

Density, g/cm3; 1,13 1,13 1,14 1,15 0,96 0,97 0,95 1,41 1,43 1,42 

Vicka thermal 

stability, ºС; 
190 190 195 195 - - - 100 110 100 

Thermal stability, 

ºС; 
270 300 310 305 320 350 310 240 250 250 

Rupture stress, MPa:           

- in tension; 65 70 72 70 25 27 22 65 72 75 

- in compression; 85-100 90-110 95-110 90-110 - - - 145 150 150 

- in tension after           

100 hours 35 68 70 75 15 25 10 40 65 68 

500 hours 20 65 65 70 10 25 5 20 48 50 

1000 hours 14 45 54 55 - - - 10 45 48 

thermal oxidation;           

Water absorption, 

%; 
11,0 10,0 10,0 9,5 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,2 0,2 

Friction coefficient 0,6 0,3 0,25 0,3 0,25 0,25 0,3 0,5 0,3 0,3 

Wear intensity, 

I×108 
0,5 0,15 0,20 0,25 0,5 0,5 0,8 0,4 0,2 0,18 

 
However, the observed significant increase in wear resistance of 

metal-polymeric composites, and decrease the coefficient of friction 

when tested without external lubrication supply evidence of the 

formation and another type of supramolecular structure, in which 

the active nanoparticles of metal modifier act as a "cross-linking" 

agent, forming intermolecular bonds of adsorption type (Fig. 3). 

This character of interaction in metal-polymeric composite causes 

the decrease in the mobility of macromolecules, as evidenced by the 

increase in the time correlation of stable iminoxyl radical τс (Fig. 

4), (Table 2).  
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Fig. 3. Models the interaction of polymer chains with the metal 

nanoparticles: a  model of "long" loops [4], b  a model of "short" 

loops [4]; c - a model of intermolecular cross-linking; 1  adsorbed 

sites of the macromolecule, 2  loop-shaped sections; 3 "tails" of 

macromolecules 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the correlation time of stable iminoxyl radical 

τc on the concentration of the dispersed copper in HDPE. 

Temperature of processing 503 K 

 

 
Table 2. The correlation time of a stable iminoxyl radical in metal-polymers polyethylene HDPE and polyacetal STD 

Composition 
Termal aging temperature, 

К 

Correlation time τc after aging, hrs 

0 100 500 

LDPE 573 21,25 20,75 27,5 

LDPE +0,01% Cu  23,52 36,16 49,86 

STD 423 43,86 42,86 47,3 

STD+0,01% Cu  52,84 52,76 58,93 

 
In the known literature sources [1,4,7,8] metal-polymeric 

composites considered as a two-phase system, each component of 

which, and the metal (NM), and a polymer (P) retains its individual 

characteristics in the process of product use in various conditions, 

including the interaction of thermo-oxidative environments and 

mechanical (tribomechanic) stresses. These views are in evident 

contrast with the experimental data, indicating that transform both 

metallic and polymeric components during long-term effects of 

various operating parameters (Fig.5, Fig.6). 

 

 
Fig. 5. IR-spectra of metal-polymer HDPE+ 0.05% wt. of copper 

(1, 2) and PA + 0.05% wt. of copper (3, 4) initial (1, 3) and after 

exposure to air at 3735 K within 500 hours (2) and 293  5 K for 

720 hours (4). Spectrum 4  differential 

 

 
Fig. 6. IR-spectra of metal-polymer HDPE + 5% wt. of copper 

initial (1) and after 10 hours of friction tests (2) 

 

First, the observed changes in the composition and structure of 

the polymer matrix due to thermo-oxidative and destructive 

processes. Secondly, it is established process of oxidation-reduction 

reactions leading to the selective interaction of high-molecular 

compounds with ingredients of system metal component, which 

lead to the formation of metal-containing compounds in the amount 

of metal-polymeric composite. This process is called "dissolution" 

of the metal substrate [1], although under strict terminological 

approach to understanding the observed process should be talking 

about the process of chemical interaction of components with the 

formation of products whose composition is determined by the laws 

of reaction kinetics of interacting oxide compounds with the 

formation of characteristic product. 

Third, the binary metal-polymeric system is transformed into a 

multiphase, at least a three-phase, "nanometalic particle (NM) + 

metal-containing compound (MC) + polymer matrix (P) ", with a 

corresponding change in the kinetics of physicochemical processes 

of interaction between the components under the influence of 

operating factors (Fig.5, Fig.6). 

The processes of phase transformation is characterized by both 

static (adhesion) (Fig. 5) and dynamic (tribological) systems (Fig. 

6) [14], and therefore their analysis may establish analogies that 

enable the prediction of some indicators of service characteristics, 

such as adhesive or tribological. 

In the study of peculiarities of structure formation in metal-

polymer systems, various scientific schools started from the same 

indisputable condition for maintaining the parameters of both 

components and the polymer, and metal over time. 

This approach, simplifying the analytical description of metal-

polymer composite, however, conflict with the experimentally 

observed effects of changes in the structure and parameters of the 

characteristics metal-polymers under the influence of operational 

factors of different nature  temperature, deformation, redox 

(chemical). 

Analysis of the literature shows that both the polymer and metal 

components of the metal-polymer system are in thermodynamic 

nonequilibrium state due primarily technological factors of its 

formation  simultaneous effects of temperature and shear stress, 

which contribute significantly to the mechanism and kinetics of 

interfacial interaction. Polymer matrix, which prsrnted a 

polydisperse system with a set of macromolecules of different mass, 

under the influence of thermo-mechanical factor is activated with 

the formation of radical products thermo-mechanical cracking with 
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increased activity in the adsorption interaction with both polymer 

and metal components of the metal-polymeric system. 

Nonrecombinated due to steric impediments active macroradicals 

remain high adsorption activity for a long time and can become a 

source of origin of the chain process of aging under the influence of 

operational factors, especially oxygen-containing components of the 

environment and ultraviolet radiation [15]. In addition, as part of 

industrial polymers are not only experimentally recorded, such by 

ESR-spectroscopy, radical high-molecular products, but also low-

molecular, including oligomeric, synthesis products, the remnants 

of the catalyst, the reaction medium, etc. The presence of these 

components causes the thermodynamic nonequilibrium of a 

polymer matrix that represents, in essence, a multiphase system, 

whose components have a different composition, molecular weight 

and activity in the processes of interaction with other components, 

introduced in the metal-polymer nanocomposite, especially on 

metallic nanoparticles [2]. 

Model approximation about the structure of metal systems 

obtained thermolysis of precursors in the melt thermoplastic matrix, 

formed the basis of proposals on the stability of parameters 

generated nano-sized particles having a concrete crystal lattice [4]. 

However, even a simplified analysis of the conditions of formation 

of metal-polymeric nanocomposite by thermo-mechanical 

combining method of the components shows that they significantly 

simplify the physical and chemical processes of interaction in the 

emerging system. 

First, the use of the powder precursor with different particle 

sizes (up to several microns) causes an opportunity of education as 

a result of thermolysis of not isolated metal particles, but mostly 

cluster systems, formed under the laws of statistics. For example, 

even when thermolysis in liquid environments formed cluster metal 

structure with parameters significantly different from the classical 

arrays, typical for the equilibrium conditions of melts crystallization 

[6] (Fig. 7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Cluster of copper particles, obtained by thermolysis of 

copper formate in the oil MС-20. × 5000 

 

Secondly, the presence of high-molecular environment with 

certain rheological parameters and activity of macromolecules in 

the processes of adsorption interaction qualitatively changes the 

conditions of condensation formed during the thermolysis of the 

precursor of atomic or cluster metal components. Therefore, the 

possibility of formation of the equilibrium metallic phase with a 

characteristic type and the lattice parameter substantially limited. 

The third important factor influencing the change of the metal phase 

parameters, formed in high-molecular matrix resulting thermolysis 

of the precursor is habitus of individual metal particles due to their 

nature. 

Model approximation about the mechanism of formation of 

nanoparticles of metals, based on the quantum-mechanical 

approach, has identified their characteristics features of interest in 

the analysis of metal systems. In the study of adsorption properties 

of the homogeneous crystals surface, including metal, emphasised 

that the distribution of electron density and energy levels in the 

depths of the crystal, that is in the bulk state, and on its surface, are 

not the same [16, 17]. This is easily explained by simple quantum-

mechanical comparison of these two the volume and surface states 

[18]. Potentials of the crystals surficial regions of are not just 

fragment of the wave functions of the crystal volume potentials, but 

also have their own features that affect the appearance of the work 

function in metals and number surface effects in dielectrics [15] and 

semiconductors [20]. 

The wave function of the electron in the crystal volume ΨV, 

when the surface has no influence on the electron, and the surface 

wave function ΨS are different by any form of surface potential.  

As an example, Fig. 8 shows characteristic changes in the 

values of potential near the boundary of the crystal, taken from 

paper [16]. These curves reproduce the change in the potential only 

in the surface layer, although experimental studies show that the 

surface as two-dimensional defect, can affect the depth of up to 5 

atomic layers [17]. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Examples of near-surface potentials U(x), taken from [16] 

(solid line). Dashed lines - potential change in the external adjacent 

to the crystal field; a, b - to decrease U(x) before the surface 

barrier, c - the constant potential of up to the surface, d, e - a 

potential increase in capacity to the surface potential barrier. The 

surface of the crystal - at x=0 
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From equations (3) follows 

 

 

      (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)ˆ ˆ 0n k n k k n n kH H E E          . (4) 

 

Hence condition (2), which holds for k n . 

Consequently, for any k and n 

 

  (0) 0n k   .  (5) 

 

Hence, the wave functions n and 
 0
k  does not form a 

linearly related decisions and belong to different systems of wave 

functions whose spectra differ in both their own values and the 

number of solutions. This condition is satisfied if the inequality 
( ) ( )S VE E , which is always executed. If equation (1) form 

different on the number solutions ( ) ( )S V  , the evidence on the 

difference between the energy states of electrons on the surface and 

in the crystal volume is not required in view of his evidence. 

Exactly this situation is most likely because on the surface of the 

crystals are forms extra energetic (Tamm) levels, that is the surface 

energy structure is indeed different from the bulk.  

Electrically charged sites on the metal samples were found in 

the middle of last century by G.I. Distler [21 23] and others [24]. 
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More recent studies have shown that surface charges on the metals 

may help to explain some, such as adhesion, tribological processes 

[25]. To study this effect must be considered both the influence of 

the crystal surface energy of the electron, and the presence of 

anisotropy of the work function, that is its variation for faces with 

different (hkl)  

The potential of an electron in an infinite that is in the 

everywhere bulk crystal (UV) is determined only by the condition of 

the structure periodicity in the self-consistent Hartree equation [26 

28]:  

 

    VU r v r R 
rr r

,  (6) 

 

where R
r

 - the vector of transmission. 

The function  v r
r

 has the form: 

 

  
 

 

f

f

f
VZ

r
v r e dr

r r


 




r
r r

r r ,  (7) 

 

where e - electron charge.  

In equations (6, 7) parameter r
r

 determines the fixed position 

of the point at which analyzes potentials, 
fr

r
 - variable vector, runs 

through all points of the central Wigner-Seitz cell, for which the 

integration is implemented. Similar arguments can be made not only 

for the distribution of the electron, but also because of nuclear 

charges. The value of electric charge in general (Q) is determined 

by the resulting total charge density  r
r

, and  r
r

 can take 

both positive and negative values [28]. In this case, satisfies the 

condition:  

 

  f fQ r dr 
r r

.  (8) 

 

As (7), integration is carrying out over the Wigner-Seitz 

cell. Value 

 

  f f fP r r dr 
r r r

  (9) 

 

represents the total dipole moment [29]. 

As an example, consider a cubic crystal, when describing metals 

is quite acceptable; as they are in most cases belong to the cubic 

system. 

The denominator in the formula (7) expanded in a series: 
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The integral in condition (7) subject to (11) is 
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Since the crystal is neutral, then Q=0. If the crystal has the 

center of symmetry 1 , the dipole moment is also zero. The first two 

terms on the right side of expression (12) in accordance with (9) and 

(10) are zero. In this idealized case (the presence 1  and absence of 

Q) all the integrals of the form 

 

   1

1 n
f f f

n
r r dr

r


 
r r r

 (13) 

 

when odd n are zero, as in this case for any fr
r

 odd degree  
n

fr
r

 

and have opposite signs. Consequently, expansion into a series of 

expressions  
1

fr r


  (see (7)) a non-zero summand is proportional 

to 5r  . Therefore, firstly, if the Wigner-Seitz cell there is a nonzero 

charge, for example, substitutional defects, or is created a non-zero 

dipole moment, it will affect the potential field in the crystal at 

much greater distances than in the crystal, in which 0Q   and 

0P 
r

. 

Secondly, in the infinite crystal, in which all cells of the total 

charge is zero and there is a center of symmetry, to analyze the 

electronic state should be taken only the cells adjacent to the one 

under consideration. This principle is consistent with the Debye 

theory and Bloch's theorem [26-29], was taken to determine the 

dimensional limits of nanoparticles [30, 31]. We conclude that the 

surface as a function defect UV(r) really affects only a few surface 

layers [2]. Consequently, the polycrystal properties in the amount of 

particles greater than ~ R 10-7 m remain almost three-dimensional, 

and the size effect is present when the influence of particle surface 

captures all, or at least most part of their volume.  

At temperatures not exceeding room, the maximum electron 

energy in the crystal particles when R>Rn (Rn- nanoparticles size), 

when the size factor does not to act the part, corresponds to the 

Fermi level EF. It is clear that outside the crystal potential in the 

surface regions is not equal to zero, that is U(-r)≠0 at small r. A 

"minus" sign indicates that the outer region of the crystal is 

considered (Fig. 8). As the temperature increases some electrons 

can enter into the surface barrier or even overcome it. In this case 

we speak of thermal electron emission. In the cells of the surface 

layer appear electron vacancies. Maximum energy required to move 

an electron from the inner regions into the near-surface layer of the 

sample, is equal EF. Bonds of the surface layer atoms become 

uncompensated. Changing the surface configuration of the atom 

causes the presence of surface energy. Consequently, near the 

surface a cells of the crystal becomes distorted and different from 

the bulk. There may appear nonzero dipole moment, and distortions 

in the cells "may even create a non-zero total electric charge on the 

surface" [29, p. 357].  

The distribution of charges on the surface of the crystal depends 

on many factors: the morphology of the surface, crystal mosaicity, 

the presence of defects of various types, as well as on what 

crystallographic plane corresponds to the crystal surface.  
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Electrons can leave the crystal and move from the inner regions 

of the surface layers only through the energy costs (considered one-

dimensional case)  

 

    xW E x edx  . (14) 

 

Consequently, the potential of the surface layer W that 

determines the electron work function is determined not only the 

Fermi energy, but also the condition: 

 

 
S FW W E  . (15) 

 

The charge of "electron coat" on the outside surface, subsurface 

charges and charges of the inner regions of the algebraic sum 

should be zero. Surface charge density as the same may be different 

for a single particle, depending on the crystallographic indices of 

planes of the faces, and only in the ideal case for the faces of 

regular shape surface potentials will be identical.  

If the crystal faces are crystallographically non-equivalent that 

is not associated with point group symmetry, on each face besides 

the double layer - the outer from surface negative and near-surface 

in a crystal positive charges - there will appear a nonzero 

macroscopic charge. Justification of appearance of electric charge 

in the metal particle is given in work [29], which analyzes the 

crystal with two crystal-chemical inequivalent faces F and F'. Work 

function for these faces are equal to W and W', and it is considered 

the case when W≠W'. Electron from the Fermi level can be drawn 

through the face F and return it to the metal at the Fermi level 

through the face F'. The total work in this cycle is equal, W-W'≠0 

but it violates the law of conservation of energy. Consequently, 

outside the metal exists an electric field, the work against which 

when moving charge from face F to face F' compensates for the 

difference in work function. If a potential difference of faces F and 

F' is equal      , then the following condition is 

implementing:  

 

 W e     , (16) 

 

where W W W    - the difference between the electron work 

function for the faces F and F'. In this case 4 SP        

[29], here PS - the dipole moment of the double layer per unit 

surface area. If the dipole moment is directed outwards, it is 

considered positive (PS>0), otherwise – negative (PS<0). The value 

of PS is dependent not only on surface characteristics, but also on 

the conditions of its processing.  

Two separated infinitely far apart the natural, that is, without 

secondary surface layers, crystallographic different surfaces are 

shown in Fig. 9. For the interiors is adopted the MT-potential model 

(Muffin-tin). Fig. 9 shows the potential change only in the first 

inner surface atomic layer, but it does not violate the community 

analysis. The difference between the surfaces S1 and S2 are seen at 

different altitudes of the Fermi levels (j=1;2), and that the work 

function of electrons from these surfaces is also different as the 

distance between atomic layers.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Near-boundary potential of two crystallographic different 

surfaces. S1 and S2 - the provisions of surfaces a and b. Dashed 

lines - potential change in the outer surface layer. The distance 

between the surfaces is infinitely large 

 

When these two surfaces contact between them there is the 

potential difference W    (see (12)), which leads to transfer 

of electrons from the field with a higher Fermi level ( 2

FE  in Fig. 

10) in the region with a lower Fermi level (
FE1 ). This process 

continues until the alignment of these levels. In this case the contact 

area S1,2 of S1 and S2 surfaces (Fig. 10) will play the role of a 

structural defect that separates two regions in the general case with 

different interatomic distances, or with different compositions (as, 

for example, in steel). In a polycrystal (as in block crystal) contact 

surfaces with potential difference influence the internal, that is the 

volume area. In general, the electric charge of the sample remains 

zero. 

 
Fig. 10. The energy structure of matter in the area of surfaces 

contact 

 

Created a potential difference between faces S1 and S2 is due to 

electrostatic charges on these surfaces. The intensity of this field is 

much smaller than the field strength of the double charge layer in 

the near-surface region. The thickness of this double layer on the 

order of magnitude coincides with the interatomic distance. 

Adjacent to each other facets F and F' may belong to both the 

particles of different metals, and particles of a one metal. It is 

important that these facets were distinguished in crystallographic 

sense that is there would have a different work function. Only in 

this case the electrons will pass from one particle to another. If the 

metals are different, then the process will take place until as long as 

in each of the metals will be created a common electrochemical 

potential. At contact of one metal particles if the work function of 

the contacting faces are different, that is, for faces, which the Fermi 

levels are different, set the equilibrium energy boundary in the 

conduction band, that is the surface charge will be to "raise" and 

"lower" deep energy levels, respectively, changing chemical 

potential, which in a single crystal is a tensor quantity. The 

chemical potential in metals at temperatures not much above room, 

practically corresponds to the Fermi level [29], that is in this case, 

the condition (8) must be implemented. 

As an example of the Fermi surfaces symmetry of some metals, 

Fig. 11-13 shows these surfaces within the first Brillouin zone for 

Cu, Ag, Au. Fermi surface of iron and aluminum are shown in Fig. 

12 and 13, respectively to [31]. From these figures it follows that 

for Cu, Ag, Au, in which the Fermi surface is nearly spherical, the 

appearance of charge-mosaic will be observed only due to 

differences in defects of contacting particles. In aluminum and iron 

symmetry of the Fermi surface is significantly different from the 

sphere. Consequently, these metals charge mosaic on the surface (as 

in volume) will appear in a polycrystalline sample. If the metal does 

not relate to the cubic, and by the middle or lower crystal system, 

the redistribution of charges between the contacting particles of the 

polycrystal will always occur, because the crystallographic 

differences of faces of these metals particles due to their structure. 

The values of these charges depend on the electronic states of 

metals and their defects. 

Thus, both components: the polymer (P) and metal (M) in 

metal-polymeric composite are in nonequilibrium state, and the 

kinetics of their interaction is significantly different from the 

classical concepts that describes the system "polymer - metal" [1, 

8]. 
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Fig. 11. The Fermi surface for Cu [31]  Fig. 12. The Fermi surface for Ag [31]  Fig. 13. The Fermi surface for Au [31]  

 
Our research has shown that the mechanism of contact 

interactions in metal-polimeric composite is not limited to the 

natural process chemical product of reactions of metal compounds 

formation such as salts of organic acids [1, 8], and presented a 

combination of physical and chemical processes, qualitatively 

measuring the kinetics of the destruction of the system under the 

influence of operating factors. 

It is established mechanism of implementation in metal-

polymeric system the effect of "non-chain" stabilization, which is 

caused by a combination of structural (steric) and physico-chemical 

factors that alter the kinetics of the destruction of the composite 

under the influence of thermo-oxidative and destructive 

environments (Fig. 14). The observed effect of prolonged protective 

effect is due not only to their interaction with oxygen-containing 

components of the environment, but also the action of metal-

containing compounds on the kinetics of oxidation-reduction and 

destructive processes. The transforming process of a two-phase 

metal-polymer system "nanometal particle  polymer matrix" in 

multiphase "metal-containing compound + nanometal particle - 

polymer matrix" defines the mechanism and kinetics of physico-

chemical changes in the system under external influence. The phase 

composition of metal-polymeric nanocomposite system depends on 

a combination and intensity of operational factors impact - 

temperature, pressure, shear rate (sliding speed), the duration of 

interaction, etc. Mechanical stresses due to the processes of 

interaction of components in friction contact with the elements of 

process equipment, lead to the activation of reactions of metal-

containing compounds formation. Model experiments, conducted 

with the system "HDPE + Cu", show that makroradical products 

mechano-(tribo)desruction of the polymer matrix are transformed 

into high-molecular oxide compounds that interact with the metal 

oxide with the formation of high-molecular metal-containing 

products. Experimental evidence to justify the formation of metal-

containing compounds in metal-polymaeric nanocomposite after 

deformation is the appearance of absorption bands in the 1550-1650 

cm-1 in the IR-spectrum of the model sample after deformation in 

the oxygen-containing environment and its disappearance after the 

heat treatment at 493-523K (Fig.15) and the change in mobility of a 

stable iminoxyl radical τс (Table 3). These products not only alter 

the kinetics of tribosystem wear but also lead to processes of 

adaptation of metal-polymeric component to the effects of 

operational factors. In tribosystem "metal-polymer  metal" formed 

a steady cycle of tribochemical processes which causes increase its 

durability. In this case the kinetics of formation of a favorable cycle 

of tribochemical reactions, as a result of which formed metal-

containing compounds that serve as an inhibitor of wear, 

significantly different from the kinetics of contact processes in 

tribosystem "polymer  metal". The presence of nanosized metal 

particles (NM) in the metal-polymeric composite causes the 

potential willingness of the system to adapt under the influence of 

operational factors and the ability of its components to permanently 

form wear inhibitors as tribodestruction of contact layers and 

remove them from the friction zone. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Dependence of tensile stress (t) of the thermal oxidation 

time (τ) at 423 (1', 1, 3, 3') and 373 K (2, 2') in the air of polyamide 

6 (1), polyethylene (2 ), polybutylene terephthalate (3) and metal-

polymers based on them, respectively (1', 2', 3'). Copper content - 

0,05 wt.% 

 

Table 3. The correlation time of stable iminoxyl radical introduced 

in the samples metal-polymer HDPE-MP after various types of 

mechanical action 

Influence time 
Correlation time of stable iminoxyl 

radical, sec-1 

Without influence 25×10-10 

After uniaxial tension 27,7×10-10 

After reversed bending 27,7×10-10 

 
A similar effect is peculiar to and during exposure products of 

metal-polymers at static effects of thermooxidative or other 

operational such as biochemical factors. Coatings of metal-

polymers exhibit higher anti-wear and protective characteristics due 

to the influence of metal-containing products the components of the 

operational environment. It is necessary to emphasize the 

reversibility of the phase transition "nanometal + polymer → metal-

containing compound". Under the influence of elevated 

temperatures of the order of 250 350ºC, they decompose with the 

formation of nanodisperse particles of metal or oxide and high-

molecular oxide products, which are able to following transform to 

the mechanism described above (Fig. 15). Dynamic phase transition 

in connection with structuring action of metallic nanoparticles cause 

a particular set of parameters of metal-polymers service 

characteristics compared with the base thermoplastic. 
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Fig. 15. IR-spectra (1-4) (a) and DTA curves (5-8) (b) of HDPE 

(1,5) and metal-polymer based on HDPE initial (2,6), after uniaxial 

tension (3,7) and after repeated loading (4,8). 

Contents of Cu - 0,05 wt.%. 

 
Thus, the kinetics of tribochemical processes in metal-

polymeric system containing nanosized metal particles are 

substantially different from the contact interactions as static 

("polymeric adhesive  metallic substrate"), and tribological 

("polymer component  metal counterface") systems due to the 

dynamic transform of the phase composition and supramolecular 

structure of metal-polymeric components under the influence of 

operational factors. It is evident that the predominant role in the 

mechanism of contact reactions both components of metal-

polymeric component and metal-polymeric tribosystem in general, 

belongs to the interaction of oxygen with active sites of 

macromolecule (initial or formed as a result of thermo-

tribocreaking) and the metallic component (both nanometalic 

particles and counterface). Dynamic phase transition "metal  

metal-containing compound - metal" realizes under various load-

speed and temperature conditions tribointeraction or system 

exposure, but the predominance of one of the components of this 

transition: or the predominantly formation of metal-containing 

compounds and their thermolysis under the influence of operational 

factors determine the kinetics of the tribological processes, 

tribosystem wear and aging products nanometal-polymers. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Thus, in metal-polymeric composite, which represents a non-

equilibrium structure, are forming various types of bonds between 

the polymer and metal components. The activity of both 

components due to their composition, structure and conditions of 

formation of the nanocomposite, creates conditions for the 

occurrence of secondary processes of interaction, leading to 

transforming the adsorption bonds in the valence bond. As a result, 

in a metal-polymeric composite is realized reversible phase 

transition "metal → metal-containing compound→ metal", which 

defines the parameters of the service characteristics of both 

materials and metal-polymeric systems in static (adhesive) and 

dynamic (friction) condition under the influence of various 

operational factors.  
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